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In 2011, William S. Peterson and Sylvia Holton Peterson published The Kelmscott
Chaucer: A Census. Five years later, another census by the same authors has appeared: The Daniel Press & The Garland of Rachel. Both books, published by
Oak Knoll Press, have a private press book as their subject, but while these are,
in a way, similar, the differences couldn’t be greater. The Chaucer is a massive
folio containing more than 550 pages, printed in 1896 in an edition of 440 copies; the other a small octavo of around 60 pages with a modest circulation: a
mere 36 copies were distributed in and after 1881. One was published by the
most prominent modern private press, The Kelmscott Press, whose iconic Arts
and Crafts founder William Morris expressed influential ideas about typography; the other was issued by a small and less familiar nineteenth-century
private press started by the reverent Henry Daniel (1836-1919). Daniel printed
his first books as a schoolboy in Frome, and after he moved to Oxford, he continued printing with the help of family members. Whereas the Kelmscott Press
elicited numerous books and articles, the Daniel Press has been somewhat
ignored. In 1921, Falconer Madan published a bibliography of the press, and
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although later studies do not abound, they include comprehensive articles by
Colin Franklin, James G. Nelson, and other scholars. In 2011, David Chambers
and Martyn Ould produced addenda to the Madan bibliography (The Daniel
Press in Frome); Ould also described the rejected sheets from the press that
are located at Worcester College Library (Printing at the Daniel Press). These,
and some other recent findings in the collection of Wormsley Library and the
archive of Daniel’s granddaughter prompted William and Sylvia Peterson to
embark on this project.
Obviously, the first census served several goals, and quickly became to be
appreciated by academics, collectors and book dealers. On the face of it, the
second book seems to have less relevance. Apart from the introductory remarks about new materials that came to light, the authors don’t mention a particular objective that this new census is supposed to serve. For the Kelmscott
Press the census was believed to inspire new interpretations concerning the
significance of the Chaucer edition. One way of doing that, according to the
authors, was ‘to examine what happened after publication’, and this involved
questions such as: ‘How was the edition sold? Who bought the book, and why?
More specifically, what sorts of collectors were drawn to the Chaucer? How
often did the copies change hands? How many were rebound, and when? What
was the general pattern of migration from England to other countries? Which
country today owns the most copies? And on a more practical level: how often
do they become available today, and how much would a prospective buyer
have to pay now for this book?’ (The Kelmscott Chaucer: A Census, pp. xi-xii).
The last question was relatively easy to answer; the price of an ordinary copy
of the Chaucer could amount to €55.000. For the other questions, Peterson and
Peterson collected substantial material in order to compile statistics about
present locations; they traced almost 300 copies. The primary emphasis was
on the collectors, and the authors stated: ‘For us, provenance has proven to be
not a dull, technical term but a window into the fascinating human stories that
lie behind nearly every copy of the Chaucer.’ (p. xv).
The Garland of Rachel involves small numbers, less statistics and only a few
acquisition stories, but, as in its predecessor, the collectors, bookbinders, and
recipients are presented in short illustrated biographies. The book also contains
chapters on ‘The Daniels and Their Press’, ‘The Garland and Its Contributors’,
and the correspondence related to its publication. However, a bibliographical
description of this rarity is not immediately given. We are told that the book’s
typography has ‘a distinctly improvisational quality about it’ (p. 28). The text
was set in the Fell type that had been unearthed from the vast store rooms of
the Oxford University Press while Daniel was in search of a suitable archaic
type for his press; he couldn’t afford a proprietary type. We are informed that
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his wife Emily was responsible for the hand-drawn initial letters that differ
from copy to copy (shown in color plates 2 to 6), while Alfred Parsons designed
the headpieces (plates 4-5) and printer’s device (see the title page of Peterson’s
book; however, see p. 100 for the suggestion that Edwin Austin Abbey has
drawn the figure). The white vellum binding was produced by Morley & Sons
(merely represented by a weak black-and-white illustration, p. 180). More bibliographical information follows in the ‘Census’ chapter, where format, paper,
and binding details are described (p. 55). A note indicates that the Peterson
book has approximately the same format as the original Garland (22×13,5 cm).
Occasionally, the reader may feel an outsider to this research, as the
Petersons ignore the fact that most of us have never had the opportunity to
see a copy of the Garland (and, as yet, no copy has been made available by the
Internet Archive). The inclusion of a complete facsimile of the original book
wouldn’t have been a luxury. Moreover, the systematic approach unintentionally leads to the odd obscurity, such as a reference to ‘Falconer’s facsimile’
(p. 52), a manuscript version of which the particulars are fully explained elsewhere (pp. 116-119).
The original Garland of Rachel was published to mark the first birthday of
Henry and Emily Daniel’s daughter Rachel in 1881. Daniel had invited some
contemporary authors of name to write a poem for this purpose. Among the
contributors were Robert Bridges, Lewis Carroll, Edmund Gosse, and John
Addington Symonds. The eighteen contributors each received a copy with
an individualized title page, such as the one for Edmund Gosse: ‘By Edmund
Gosse and diverse kindly hands’, while the others had a generic title page stating that the texts had been written ‘By divers kindly hands’. (The exact phrases
are quoted in the ‘Census’ chapter). This singular practice underlines the individual character of the press and its limited audience. It is exactly the small
nucleus of Oxford related writers and their friends that forms the main subject of the Peterson study. From the compact biographies emerges a tiny group
of friends and relatives of the Daniels; half of the contributors belonged to
that group, while only three of them had actually seen the child. The other
contributors were friends of friends, and suggested by them, and the coterie
expanded, growing less intimate, while the Garland project was in progress
during 1880-81.
Its rarity has caused the Garland to gain some status as a bibliophile’s trophy, especially by virtue of Charles L. Dogdson’s contribution, who signed his
poem as Lewis Carroll. (By 1902, the American publisher Thomas Bird Mosher
had noticed that the Garland was such a rarity that people would readily buy a
reprint that he duly issued in an edition of 450 copies.) For the Daniel Press, the
Garland was a game-changer, although the Daniels would not have expected
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the book to secure them a place in book history heaven. The Garland was the
last book to be printed on Daniel’s early Ruthven press; a little later an Albion
press was acquired. The book also marked a new distribution policy, which
was strongly initiated by Emily Daniel, whose work for the press (including
correspondence) has so far been underrated. The days of ‘genteel amateurism’
(p. 17) were over, and almost a decade later, between 1889 and 1895, the avantgarde publishers of the Bodley Head in London acted as the main distributor for Daniel Press books. Even among the contributors there were some who
turned into collectors; Edmund Gosse for one added the works of this ‘delicate
& slow-moving press’ to his collection (p. 41).
Robert Bridges called the Daniel Press a ‘household press’, which was an apt
term, as not only Emily was deeply involved in the press work, the financial decisions, and the social network; in later years, her children too, felt deeply connected to the press and to printing. The main objective of The Daniel Press &
The Garland of Rachel is to present an inventory of the social network that surrounded this small private press; the main criticism may be that this network
has not been analyzed or summarized by the authors. The ‘Census’ chapter
forms the main body of this study. The reader may come to the conclusion that
ten copies have not been described, their location is unknown. Of the twentysix located copies, fifteen are now in American private and institutional collections, eleven are in British collections, and one is in Australia. European
collections are not mentioned. Peterson and Peterson have been able to examine sixteen copies. Mysteriously, for an edition of which half of the copies
were specifically given to individual authors, eight out of eighteen copies have
disappeared from sight. (Alas, no previously unlocated copies have surfaced
since the census was published.)
Returning to the Chaucer questions, the reader may try to answer them for
the Garland (the authors don’t): ‘How was the edition sold?’ Most were distributed as author’s and collaborator’s copies, and as presents to family members. One copy was given to Horatio Symonds. ‘Who bought the book, and
why?’ At the time, few people actually bought the book. Falconer Madan (the
later bibliographer) paid for a copy, as did the American collector Henry Poor.
Madan was an Oxford printing enthusiast; Poor collected English literature.
One copy, bought from an Oxford dealer in 1885, directly went to the Bodleian
Library. Later, copies were acquired for contributions by Bridges (2 collectors)
and Carroll (5). Eventually, Carroll came to be seen as its main attraction, although most collectors (16) acquired a copy for their private press collection
that contained a run of Daniel Press editions. ‘How often did the copies change
hands?’ As far as can be established, and excluding the dealers, most copies
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were owned by three subsequent collectors during the past century. For a
small edition, the question: ‘How many were rebound, and when?’, seems less
relevant. ‘What was the general pattern of migration from England to other
countries?’ See above. However, copies in Great Britain, and the European continent may have escaped the researchers. ‘Which country today owns the most
copies?’ The USA. ‘And on a more practical level: how often do they become
available today, and how much would a prospective buyer have to pay now for
this book?’ Peterson and Peterson mention a 2005 catalogue in which the book
was offered for £12.000. More recently, in 2009, a copy was sold for an unknown
price through Sophie Schneideman (see p. 88; the reference is omitted from
the index). From the section ‘Catalogues’ the reader may deduct that between
1898 and 2005, the opportunity to acquire a copy occurred 46 times. Until the
eighties, almost every other year a copy came on the market; since then, every
decade only one copy turns up for sale, which is understandable, as presently
twenty copies are located in institutional libraries (only seven are known to be
in private collections, while the other copies are lost from view).
This book presents a modern census of a nineteenth-century book, and in
doing this, it proposes a contemporary justification for the genre: the focus is
shifted from the individual copy to the individual owner. Book history is not
about books, it is about people, one could argue. For the modern period, the
number of censuses is small, which doesn’t readily allow us to reach conclusions about the patterns of collecting, the changing interconnectivity of private and institutional collections, and the development of specific types of
collectors, such as collectors of private press books. For that, we need more
censuses, more stories about collectors, and more analysis. The Daniel Press &
The Garland of Rachel is a thoroughly enjoyable book, and if future censuses
follow the typographical design of this one, we are in for a treat.
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